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In the Brief Egyptian Spring  

BY BRUCE FLEMING 

 
Visitors from the West such as me, when they arrive in Egypt, are always invoking, and 

evoking, the past. Seated on his horse before the pyramids, Napoleon—whose rediscovery of 

Egypt led to the decoding of hieroglyphics by Champollion and altered forever the world’s 

understanding of the Pharaohs—addressed his troops: Soldiers! From these monuments, forty 

centuries of history watch you! The soldiers, according to stories, then went on to show their lack 

of reverence for the historic weight of the monuments; the Sphinx, still at the time half-covered 

by sand and crouching at the foot of the pyramids, was used for target practice. Or was that their 

revenge on the past, their attempt to whittle down its massive weight to something like 

manageable size? It’s the same past that Western visitors two centuries further on come to see, 

perhaps thereby rendering it human in scale rather than merely awe-inspiring.  

Egypt has entered the Western consciousness as a place passed over by history whose 

long receding moan has left it high and dry—from the City of the Dead in Cairo, the necropolis 

of sultans and of commoners (where countless thousands of more recent Cairenes live and 

procreate among the building-like graves; the tombstones make convenient tables), to the royal 

tombs at Luxor and the Valley of the Kings, to the disinterred relics of those kings in the 

Egyptian Museum, to the crumbling mosques of once-powerful rulers who were hung from the 

city gate when the next wave of invaders arrived, to the no-longer-cosmopolitan city of 

Alexandria built on Greco-Roman ruins.  

 Perhaps it is right that Egypt, for the outsider, is drenched in loss and melancholy. 

Contemporary Egypt, I come to realize during my time in the brief Egyptian spring, is a country 
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on economic life support. Its population doubles every terrifyingly few years, the United States 

pays its bills (Egypt receives the second-highest sum of US foreign aid; Israel receives the most), 

and it produces no products the outside world seems to want except a venue for tourism for its 

pre-Islamic splendors. Only recently, many years after its disastrous mid-and late twentieth 

century wars, has it achieved a modicum of stability and something like prosperity for the newly 

empowered Egyptian upper-middle classes. But these scratch and claw to maintain their 

foothold. It’s a country where a state of emergency has been in force for almost 30 years, where 

the (increasingly powerful) fundamentalist Muslim Brotherhood is outlawed and its members 

routinely arrested, yet also one where women without veils are increasingly harassed, and where 

the president-for-it-seems-life now apparently wishes to groom his son to take over at his death.  

A tiny minority of Egyptians escape to the international level with degrees from the 

University of Chicago or the London School of Economics; the vast majority still walk behind 

oxen in the fields made fertile by the Nile. Typically they dream of going to the city—which, 

should they ever make it there, will swallow them in its slums. Despite the substantial squarish 

space Egypt takes up on the globe or map, its arable (and livable) part is miniscule, under 3% of 

the total area of the country: the rest is desert. Aside from the nomads, its population, almost 

equal to Germany’s, crams into a string-like riverine country shaped like a papyrus blossom at 

the Nile’s delta on the Mediterranean with its stem of Nile banks reaching upriver to Upper 

Egypt. Its cities are stacked north to south along the river: Alexandria, Cairo, Luxor, and Aswan, 

with development over in the Sinai in the form of tourist hotels along the water’s edge. 

Increasing wealth, however, means increasing building and “development” on this tiny area of 

arable land. Which is why the Americans have to feed the country. 
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Rising expectations 

 If foreigners feel melancholy, it seems that what Egyptians feel is frustration. One recent 

novel set in a real building along one of Cairo’s main streets, Alaa Al Aswany’s The Yacoubian 

Building (technically it’s too indebted to Mahfouz’s “cluster of people in the same place” 

structure perfected in books such as Miramar to be too interesting) makes clear the price in 

money and influence of living space in downtown Cairo, and the even greater price of scarce 

places in the national schools that can lead to a steady job and a middle-class existence. Rent 

control means people stay forever in apartments, and find ways to give them to their children: the 

pressure of people wanting to move in has no place to go but to grind people ever closer 

together. In this world, people pay ridiculous bribes to be allowed a maid’s room on the roof. To 

be able to eke out any sort of life, you have to know somebody, your father has to have the right 

job and status, and then you have to go ten times to every office to get someone’s signature only 

to be told again and again to come back tomorrow. A television series of this book is planned for 

Egyptian television, I read in Egypt Today, though the outrageously profligate gay character is 

being changed into a straight one in the television version.  

 A sociologist named Galal Amin whose books are published by the American University 

in Cairo Press has developed a theory of “the frustration of rising expectations” to explain the 

rising tensions of Egypt today. Before the Nasser revolution of 1952, suggests Amin, the 

foreigners and the aristocrats ran everything, and so people had no expectations to be frustrated. 

With the Egyptianization of the country and the elimination of the monarchy, it seems to the 

people they should have a chance, when in fact they don’t: there are simply too many people for 

that. The winnowing of winners from so many more losers takes place through nepotism, the 

exchange of money, and influence-peddling. Realizing this leads to frustration, and that, 
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according to this professor, to the rise in Muslim Fundamentalism, a profoundly middle-class 

(rather than peasant) movement.  

The mechanics of society for the average Egyptian are, Amin suggests, time-consuming 

and spirit-crushing. The huge Stalinistic block-building called the Mugamma (a gift from then-

Big Brother USSR) that towers over Cairo’s main Al-Tahrir Square, catty-corner to the Egyptian 

Museum, is according to reports a nightmare of Kafkaesque bureaucracy. An article in the 

Christian Science Monitor (by Sarah Gouch) notes: “For many, the 56-year-old Mugamma—

built to offer people one-stop shopping for birth and death certificates, passports, visas, and 

more—is a nightmare to be avoided. In the comic film, ‘Terrorism and Kebab,’ the Mugamma’s 

bureaucracy so frustrates the lead that he mistakenly grabs a guard’s gun, is labeled a terrorist, 

and proceeds to take the building hostage.”  

I get a slight whiff of this frustration at the equally imposing main train station, the 

Ramses Station, through the process of changing a train ticket. If such a minor operation is so 

cumbersome, I can only imagine what more substantial encounters with paper-pushers must be 

like. The train station is imposingly “Egyptian” in style, though its façade is pointed toward what 

seems a spaghetti of flyovers, small shops, street vendors, and impassible alleys rather than 

toward the open space it deserves, and perhaps at one point had. In the middle between the two 

uncloseable public entrances is a huge and imposing wooden doorway as if for a cathedral or 

mosque, closed: this is the Royal Entrance, opened only for the King (and now, the President). I 

am amused by the notion of having to have a special door: this shows respect, I think, a concept 

whose importance to me in the fabric of life here becomes ever clearer during my time in Egypt. 

I have had the hotel purchase a ticket for one (me), round-trip, on the fast train to 

Alexandria: the tickets for the two separate parts of the journey simply appeared at the 
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concierge’s desk in an envelope, looking like miniature college diplomas written in Arabic, 

complete with seal. On one the concierge helpfully wrote “To” and on the other “From”—there 

is otherwise nothing that I can read on them. But now, it turns out, I need tickets not for one, but 

for two. Ahmed, friend of a friend whom I met the last time I was in Cairo—27 years ago—who 

is my guide and companion for much of this trip, was horrified at the notion that I would go to 

Alexandria alone: he is coming too, he insists. This means changing my single for two together. 

Impossible to do it by phone, and the concierge of the hotel can’t have it done: it’s just too 

complex, he says. We have to make our way across town and do it ourselves. And so, a twenty-

minute cab ride over the Nile later, I accompany Ahmed over the piles of mismatched shoes and 

the food vendors on the sidewalk across to the train station in our quest to turn one such perfect 

little diploma ticket pair into two. 

First Ahmed leads me to a ticket booth far off the main concourse. He speaks with the 

man behind the glass for far longer than I’d think necessary, then turns, clutching my tickets. He 

explains that the tickets can be turned in and exchanged for two together (we are going down a 

class, as Ahmed refuses to travel first class), but only if we get the signature of another man in 

another office, pay more money, and accept losing an exchange fee. Ahmed leads the way into 

the station proper; a few sweepers in turbans are all that, at a quick glance, differentiate it from a 

faded French provincial station. We find the other office, tucked away behind some ancillary 

tracks. A man at a paper-strewn desk looks up; there follows more verbal back and forth. Many 

minutes later flourishing signatures are appended to pieces of tan paper torn off of note pads, 

stamped with a rubber stamp bam-bam, and handed over.  

We return to the first window. The bam-bam papers are produced, and the old tickets. 

More voluble talk. It’s not clear to me that this is going to work, but finally it does. We have the 
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tickets! In only an hour, much traffic, much palaver, and two offices later, the tickets are 

changed. We are going to Alexandria, where history tells us Alexander the Great’s body was 

returned for burial; no one knows where.  

 

Alex 

 Because I am a foreigner, I cannot—it seems—avoid the pervasive suck of melancholy 

that configures outsiders’ reactions to Egypt. The past is even more insistent to such as me in 

Alexandria than in Cairo—Alex, as locals call it, when they’re not Arabizing it into Al-Iskandria, 

which strikes the visitor as a French city gone to seed, like Algiers, or a larger version of the 

Portuguese fantasy of Goa, now almost completely Indianized across the ocean. The city of 

Cleopatra and Anthony—or for that matter of St. Athanasius (of the Athanasian Creed) and the 

old Library of Alexandria, themselves more than two millennia beyond the pyramids, midway 

between us and the things the tourists come to see—rises to the surface only in stuttered scars 

across the mottled surface of the neo-European constructions, or (more recently) are being 

hauled up from the depths of the Mediterranean, covered with barnacles.  

The sub-title of a recent book on Alexandria, by Michael Haag, is “City of Memory”—

itself a phrase penned by Lawrence Durrell, the Western writer most identified, at least by 

Westerners, with Alexandria. All attempts to convince foreigners they should visit Alexandria 

quote effusively from the so-called Alexandria Quartet, four rather windy romans-fleuve (that, 

pace the implications of this collective title, have nothing to do with music) by Durrell, an 

expatriate Britisher who lived first in Cairo, and then the Alexandria of World War II, and then 

evoked the Mediterranean city in fictionalized memory from a Greek island well after the fact of 

his residence there. His works set in Alexandria are meditations on what we know and don’t 
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know, versions of the same story with the same revolving and somewhat tiresome set of largely 

European characters stranded in this peripheral but still clearly Mediterranean city: the woman 

his narrator loved, Justine; the British diplomat Mountolive; the lesbian painter Clea who’s in 

love with Justine; and the poet loosely based on the Greek poet Constantine Cavafy, Balthazar.  

Durrell’s prose, for anyone nowadays who tries to read it seriously, seems overwrought 

and, as the Germans say, schwülstig, as overheated and sticky as the waiting air just before a 

thunderstorm. Yet he does at least mention places that still exist. In the Cecil Hotel, we’re told, 

the fictional Justine awaited. In the bordello quarter she sought her daughter. In this street so and 

so… Durrell tries hard—too hard—to evoke a city of labyrinthine intrigue, of European 

decadence set here on the fringes of the Mediterranean civilization, its people living out their 

marginalized lives as self-conscious second acts.  

 I stayed across the square from the faux-Moorish Cecil, new at the time of Durrell and 

now a member of the French Sofitel chain, in the Metropole, a place whose finery has been 

cleaned and pressed but not fundamentally saved from ruin—whose hugely high French 

windows with their views of the tram stop, a huge hand-painted billboard, and the violent 

Mediterranean rattled in the wind at night, and whose lobby contained a third-rate oil picture of 

perhaps Queen Elizabeth I and Walter Raleigh, so dry the canvas was missing in flakes. When I 

arrived, a greeter in a natty suit arrived with a lemon squash on a silver plate. Downstairs in the 

corner of the building is the celebrated patisserie Trianon, with its dark wood art nouveau curves 

around inset mirrors giving back what until later in the day is a deserted shop, its glass cases full 

of trays of sweets for children for the Prophet’s Birthday. In front of the Metropole the palm 

trees are mature and seem to bend without being threatened by the ferocious winds from the sea 

into which people lean as if in danger of being carried off: up on the Eastern Harbor, at the end 
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of the Corniche, the palm trees are younger, and permanently disfigured by the wind, protected 

by sleeves of banana leaf thatch that keeps them at least more alive than dead. 

 Guide books to Alexandria for Westerner tourists (there aren’t many these days) lean 

heavily on Durrell, but also try to make what they can of the poet Cavafy (1863-1933). Cavafy—

whose name was anglicized from Cavafis (as he’s still called here) when his father emigrated to, 

and for a time lived in, England—left a book’s worth of poems about beautiful young men who 

died young, used up by sexual excess, and about the glorious lost past of the Greco-Roman 

Alexandria, by Cavafy’s time completely paved over for the European city. His fame, intense in 

some poetic circles, was largely posthumous. The guidebooks encourage the visitor to endure his 

flat-turned-into-a-museum (the turning having happened half a century after his death), decked 

out rather forlornly with scraps of writer’s memorabilia (he wrote at this very desk!) and the 

ghostly plaster death mask of a lumpy, ugly old man. It’s in a nondescript building in an 

unprepossessing alley. A plaque at street level directs the visitor upwards: here lived Cavafis.  

A hundred years ago in this city, one reflects, Cavafis/Cavafy was already making poetry 

about the melancholy of decadence and the fog of memory, his beautiful but doomed young men 

in one poem living (and dying) in the early twentieth century, in the next in the second century 

BC, in the next in the world of Anthony’s conquest—all these echoes of vanished worlds and 

their pathos acting like organ chords to enrich the quotidian reality of the moment, evocative in 

its very ordinary sordidness.  

Initially, I read, Cavafy had the same reaction to Alexandria, and dreamed of leaving. 

That proving impossible, he made the best of a bad situation. And now Cavafy’s melancholy 

spector has itself added to the melancholy of the city that has continued on beyond him. This 

must have been the view he saw from his window, a guidebook notes under a photo of 
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unexceptionable buildings over our heads as we walk down the alley, and shows a street like any 

other that the individual sensibility even a century ago had to work its magic upon to make it 

even worth remarking. Now it’s worth remarking, it seems, because Cavafy can be assumed to 

have remarked it, the contemporary visitor taking interest from his or her interest in someone 

who once, long ago, was interested in it because it was his world. This is memory built on 

memory, loss built on loss.  

It’s odd, this city whose claim to Greco-Roman fame is that so little of this city remains 

(the largest chunk is a Roman theater and its complex by the train station, recently excavated by 

Polish archeologists). And how important is it, really, to be told that E.M. Forster, at the age of 

38, had his first homosexual tryst with a tram conductor on the Ramleh line (whose terminus was 

outside my hotel by the billboard)? This event is chewed over for many pages of Haag’s 

Alexandria: City of Memory. “City of Western self-centeredness” seems more like it. No wonder 

a recent memoir by André Aciman of growing up in, and subsequently leaving, Alexandria is 

called Out of Egypt, in echo of Karen Blixen’s Out of Africa, about white people in black Africa, 

a time and a place recalled from far away. Both titles ooze loss—Africa, whether white or black, 

is a place one leaves, and writes about after. As, I suppose, here. 

   

 Tobacco 

 Sometimes the nostalgia is quite self-conscious. Three pictures now hang in a column up 

the wall by my bureau in suburban Washington: they are advertisements for Egyptian cigarettes 

from the early decades of the twentieth century, cleverly framed with off-white mats coordinated 

to their colors—one beige, one brown, and one slightly green, framed in gold-on-red frames that 

pick up the glistening gold of their images.  
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The pictures themselves are small masterpieces of lurid design. Two are for cigarette 

brands with Greek names, in one case Cairo, in the other Cairo and Alexandra. The third is 

Alexandria, but a French name: Carvellis Frères, with a guarantee of the quality of the cigarettes 

in English on the top, an assurance that comes out upside down when framed: perhaps this one 

was the covering for the box, so that this would have ended up on the bottom.  

All the Greeks, as well as the Armenians and Jews, who gave Alexandria such a polyglot 

flavor and provided much of the business in Cairo, were exiled in the 1952 Revolution or shortly 

thereafter, in the Suez standoff of 1956—in many cases leaving homes and businesses as they 

were in their haste to board boats to other, safer, Mediterranean cities only a Greek or Italian 

island away. Their moldering villas in Alexandria have been abandoned by the sea, or, set on the 

dusty and increasingly ugly side streets of Cairo, been turned into banks. 

 The images in all three of the cigarette pictures—how surprised the printer would have 

been to see what were the transitory advertisements or box coverings for perishable objects that 

went up in smoke framed so cleverly and lovingly; surprised perhaps as well that these pictures 

had made it safely from Cairo to Vienna in my hand luggage, and then to Washington—are 

amusingly “orientalist,” even for the time in which they are made. They are self-conscious kitsch 

to sell a product for which kitsch was the international language (think of our own “Dutch 

Masters” cigar boxes, our cigar-store Indians). In one image, a sultan hugs the knees of a (fully-

clothed) odalisque who obviously holds him in her thrall; Cleopatra-type fans stand behind them. 

The Carvellis one includes images of pyramids, Anubis (the god of the underworld), and the 

Sphinx tipped in shiny gold paint; the third, the Alexandrine Greek, Alex Livanos, is a misty 

desert scene—palm trees, a Bedouin on a camel, the lone and level sands stretching far away.  
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 I bought these in an antiques shop in Cairo called Nostalgie, its name parading its own 

self-conscious self-regarding—not just an antiques shop, it seems, but an antiques shop about the 

act of buying antiques. No further deconstruction necessary. Nostalgie is in Zamalek, a once-

ritzy section of Cairo where now, on its main drag, an entrance ramp to one of the Nile bridges 

shadows the shops at anywhere from ground level to several floors up. The shop was small but 

not overloaded, not dusty, and well-lit. The other things for sale were pictures of the freedom 

leader Saad Zagloul, plates, some less interesting pictures, and dishes.  

“Antiques” in Egypt, I had learned, are generally a mixture of overheated French copies 

and Ottoman excess, all of them children and step-children of Istanbul’s Dolmabahçe Palace, 

itself Europeanizing gone mad with a Waterford chandelier touted as the largest in Europe (and it 

is still Europe, by about l00 feet of land beginning outside this reception room and ending at the 

water that divides the grass from the Asian side of Istanbul) and a “crystal staircase.” On this, the 

metal posts holding up the banister are encased in sleeves of sparkling glass as if having survived 

an ice storm. All the mirrors are edged with golden curlicues, all the picture frames worked in 

mother-of-pearl—emblematic of the rest of the palace: excess for its own sake, an orgy of “more 

is more.” These more typical Egyptian antiques shops are dirty and spilling out with junk, an 

amalgam of French and Ottoman, pushed to ferocious complexity—life-sized dark metal statues 

holding lamps in need of glass shades, tables ornamented beyond anything approaching 

decorum—shabby, scuffed and tattered, the picked-over relics of the foreigners who fled, 

abandoning treasures picked up for a song by the rising Egyptian bureaucratic bourgeoisie, or 

come to rest in these holding places for unwanted things.  

Never have I seen so many simpering niads holding fingers to bronze lips as in the dusty 

back rooms of shops just off what had been the main square in Alexandria, the center of the 
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European City in an urban agglomeration where the Arab city had grown exponentially 

outwards, south into the Nile delta, and where yuppies were in the frenzied process of erecting 

and buying high-rise condominiums miles away along the Corniche, up by the Montaza Palace 

and an unfinished Four Seasons hotel, where the Mediterranean crashes dramatically against the 

rocks, raising huge curtains of spray. Never have I seen so many forlorn pictures with their paint 

chipping as in these Alexandria antique shops, their frames separating, never so many dusty 

pressed-glass bowls, never so many pieces of “French” furniture, almost all the worse for wear, 

the shabbiness of an overwhelmingly shabby city: Alex, abandoned by its cosmopolitan world, 

pumped up with money from the Egyptian merchant class uninterested in these relics of a lost 

world.  

Most of the buildings too in Egypt are scuffed, many are decrepit. By my hotel back in 

Cairo, I walk past relics of the British that, mutatis mutandis, could have come from Bombay or 

Calcutta: “Pyramid House” is my favorite, in art deco from the l930s, though it’s nowhere near 

the pyramids, washing hanging from its balconies with their view of the stagnant Nile below, 

echoing the equally sluggish Tiber in Rome. The building façades are spotted with age and 

falling plaster. All in all, however, this form of aging is far more aesthetic than the active 

rottenness of a Calcutta. This is a dry heat after all; things corrode more slowly, or degenerate by 

flaking off rather than growing mold and turning rancid. The cars puff huge clouds of dark white 

smoke; the gasoline, I am told, is still leaded. This must take its toll on the buildings too. I have 

read that Cairene policemen have the highest levels of lead in their blood of any group of people 

in the world.  

 

Zamalek 
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Nostalgie, unlike these sadder, messier antiques stores, was a proper shop, mentioned in a 

guide to help expats acclimate to Cairo, head and shoulders not only above the junk shops in 

Alexandria but also the newer versions elsewhere in Cairo, in the tourist areas. Worst of all these 

was Mahfouz’s “Palace Walk,” now chock-a-block with holes-in-the-wall selling the same 

repetitive boxes, glass perfume bottles, and the identical King Tut replicas, and manned by men 

scanning the clothing, conversations, and reactions of passing tourists for clues which would tell 

them which of a half dozen European languages to offer their wares in. “How may I take your 

money?” they ask, their faces searching yours for a clue to your nationality. “Willkommen, 

benvenida, que vorrete comprare? Entrez!”  

 Nostalgie was on a quiet street of Zamalek, the area dotted with embassies (Tunisia, 

Malaysia). It was up the street and around the corner from the long-entrenched Gezira Sporting 

Club, on whose dusty horse track I went running in the mornings, before I discovered that it was 

more fun to run along the sidewalks above the Nile, saluting and saying “Good Morning” to all 

the sleepy guards with AK-47s lounging in their chairs as the sun rose on the restaurant boats 

lined up along its shore. The track was overflown (if that’s the right word) by the approach (fly-

over in British English) to another one of the Nile bridges, one bridge south of the one emerging 

from Zamalek to span the river. I ran under the roadway seeming to hover above like a huge bird 

of prey, by a groundskeeper’s little house with piles of pots tucked into the shadow. In the 

shadow of the highway, the dirt track that exhaled puffs of gray under my feet dwindled to a 

single lane, went around a broken fence, and made me wonder how anyone, man or horse, could 

run on it properly. 

 Many neighborhoods in Cairo had these surreal fly-overs to Nile bridges apparently 

planned well after the buildings and leaving whole worlds in their shadows that were usually 
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used as car parks, or in some cases were only tortuous pedestrian mazes involving illegal cross-

overs, tiny islands between two directions of chaotic traffic, and fences not meant to be 

traversed, requiring crossing traffic with no light (you hold out your hand at the rushing cars, as 

if this alone would dissuade them) up to the end of an illegal island, and then making your way 

along the curb down to another place where you can cross, taking your life in your outstretched 

hand.  

The Gezira Sporting Club was a time warp of its own, I learned, with its height-of-chic-

in-l955 leatherette chairs in a no-atmosphere clubhouse building embalmed by the smugness of 

its own exclusivitity. Nonetheless there was a croquet lawn, a small putting green, and places to 

sit outside under the palm trees—all of it offering a less expansive feeling than the comparable 

club in Bombay, where the sheer emptiness of the playing fields were what made the layout so 

surreal, an island of tranquility off the teeming, pullulating streets. But in Cairo the streets do not 

pullulate with people, beggars are minimal, and the river is nearby with its balustrades like dusty 

unkempt versions of Roman walkways along the river, flowing along considerably lower down, 

to offer open space. Trees do not, by and large, grow from the roofs of seemingly abandoned 

buildings in Cairo, as they do in Bombay or Calcutta: instead an ugly gray concrete slab building 

will have been shoved in on one side of a decrepit villa, and another on the other side; an arcade 

once meant to mimic the Rue de Rivoli will have been cut off after only an arch or two to allow 

taller, uglier buildings to intrude. It’s not a ruin, as Calcutta seems to the Westerner, it’s a world 

inhabited by people who don’t seem to get the point, or with other things on their mind. 

 

Tourists 
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 Up the road from Nostalgie is the Cairo branch of the French shop Fauchon, in Paris 

behind the Madelèine. Its Cairene version was that of a provincial city beset by dust and flies, 

feeling faded, the windows in need of cleaning. In need of cleaning: this could be the epitaph of 

the Egyptian Museum too, where I watched a peon (as they are called in India) with the same 

stick with large squeegee used to clean floors—this one with a dirty rag wrapped around it—

balance precariously on a ladder to swab at the dust of a year or two on the huge glass box 

containing the gold-plated shrine that in turn had contained the smaller shrine and this in turn the 

multiple mummy casings of the boy-King Tutankhamen, themselves displayed in the adjoining 

room whose temperature was ten degrees higher than the cavernous halls of the rest of the 

museum from the crush of sweating, insufficiently-clad tourists. The light fell through the 

skylights and onto the huge glass box of the modern age protecting the wood and gold box of 

thousands of years ago, light that was so necessary to showing off the gold at its best. And yet 

this glass surface, like the horizontal surfaces of hundreds of other glass boxes in this too-full 

museum set up by foreigners, had been left to become almost opaque with grayness now being 

swabbed off in uneven streaks as I watched. The peon wrapped his rag around a broom head and 

streaked up one pane out of a dozen. Then he moved on to the next, the same by now filthy rag 

removing enough of the dust for me to see the point of what he did, but still not to make the glass 

clean. 

Some of the side rooms of the Egyptian Museum are full of cases with mind-numbingly 

repetitive fragments or the endless mummy statuettes of tombs lined up in row after apparently 

identical row. And then my step slowed to a halt before a jaw-droppingly beautiful masterpiece: 

say, King Tut’s inlaid throne momentarily bereft of yakking guides—the king and his queen with 

a single sandal each, sharing a pair to denote togetherness, their bodies chunks of reddish semi-
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precious jewels; or, in another room, another floor, the commemorative statue of a woman 

married to a dwarf, their two (apparently normal) children standing in front of where the man’s 

legs would have been on a normal pairing; or a tiny ivory statue of the builder of the largest of 

the pyramids.  

 The tourists these days are different than they were the last time I was here, 27 years ago. 

More numerous, to begin with—I have no memory of the crush of people at the beginning of the 

day at the Egyptian Museum, though I visited nearly every day back then, a refugee from 

pointless studies at the University of Munich, and staying with a friend here in Cairo who 

worked during the day at the French Lycée and who seemed glad to have me for company. The 

tourists also come from different places than they used to: their t-shirts say “Ukraine,” or they 

talk loudly in Russian. Yet the British, French, and Americans are reassuringly the same, and all 

wearing fewer clothes than the people on the street. What a sight to see a couple of Europeans 

walking along the Nile clad not in the city clothes one would expect, but in shorts and sandals, 

the women in tank tops. Where do they think they are? Clearly, in Africa. For them this is 

vacation, and they are dressed accordingly. Different too are the fact of the ubiquitous security 

checkpoints: one enters a metal detector after every door (this is the country of bomb attacks 

against foreigners, though largely at the resorts in the Sinai)—though when it beeps, that doesn’t 

seem to alarm the guards, who wave one through; where cameras are checked in every museum. 

 Since the last time I was in Cairo, there is also the fact that the local women have almost 

all put on scarves—the result of pressure from Muslim fundamentalists, we hear, or the general 

tenor of things. These hair-covers have become simply the fashion, with gaggles of high school 

girls dressed in the regulation international skin-tight jeans and blouses, yet all swathed in the 

colorful head casings they must practice pinning so that they hug their faces. One woman in a 
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hundred has the black shroud-like envelopment of the hijab, though here one sees the slit of eyes, 

rather than simply the overall covering of, say, Afghanistan; it’s striking that the hands too are 

invisible, encased in black gloves. In the jaw-droppingly beautiful new Bibliotheca Alexandrina, 

a huge open area with the stacks moving down in giant-sized terraces under a floating ceiling to 

the Mediterranean and outfitted with all the latest technology, I watched a black-shrouded 

woman, her hands turned to glistening black by the gloves, pulling on her veil covering all but 

the slit of her eyes, which was impeding the mobility of her black-clad fingers on the computer 

keyboard. The bands of bearded young men who propound the veil say it’s to protect the woman, 

and to allow her anonymity—as well as to eliminate the siren song of sex from the street, women 

being irresistible and leading men’s thoughts astray. But in fact it screams “look at me.” It 

renders not anonymous, but striking. Perhaps five women in a hundred still have the coppered 

hair and big hoop earrings of a Westernized Egyptian woman. For how much longer will this be 

possible? 

 The new Egyptian Puritanism has affected entertainment too, with belly dancers only in 

the international hotels, or in the restaurant boats bedecked with lights at night and silent in the 

morning as I run by, with only a few cabbage leaves on the sidewalk by the dozing watchmen to 

show the consummation that has taken place within—and few of them these days, I read, Muslim 

women. Instead, they are Russians, Bulgarians, and Albanians. On my last visit to Cairo I went 

with a gaggle of foreigners to L’Auberge des Pyramids—the photographs of that evening still lie 

somewhere in a pile of others in a drawer in Paris. The belly-dancer was Egyptian, the rolls of fat 

on her hips apparently part of the allure. At least the Saudi men at the other tables seemed to 

think so. 
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 In need of cleaning: so too the zoo, many of the rusting old-style cages simply empty, the 

animals flea-bitten in others, the walkways garbage-strewn with families sitting in clusters on the 

intermittent grass. The cages in the zoo are like the empty and dusty glass boxes that seem so 

forlorn, here and there, in the Egyptian Museum, or the equally careless placing of statues in 

front of other statues. With so many things, and tourists whisked through to see the mask of King 

Tut and then hustled on their way, why bother to keep everything clean, everything in order? 

Why a zoo? It seems like something someone long ago thought would be a good idea. 

  

 Cigarettes 

 The particular cigarettes advertised on my pictures have long ago ceased to be made, 

their Greek or Lebanese manufacturers only a memory evoked by pictures sold as artsy kitsch in 

a shop called Nostalgie. But other cigarettes abound. In Alexandria we pass a visually decrepit 

cigarette factory whose side proclaims “Eastern” in broken six-foot-high letters. Its products, 

Ahmed tells me, assume many local names; the building itself looks like a place the ill-fated 

gypsy Carmen could have worked, its windows gaping—can it be that it is still functional? 

Ahmed assures me it is. They need these factories, in whatever state of disrepair, to keep up with 

the vociferous demand for cigarettes. People here smoke everywhere, including in the middle of 

dinner, holding a cigarette in front of them as they gesticulate. Men, and an occasional 

“liberated” woman, puff away on the nargilas in cafes and coffee shops—I read in the newspaper 

that a campaign is afoot to educate people to the fact that a single pipe is the equivalent of 

smoking 100 (one hundred!) to 200 (!!) cigarettes.  

  

 Exiles 
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 One of the people at a dinner in Alexandria holds a cigarette in my face as I lean over the 

table, trying to understand what another is saying. I make a face and wave away the smoke; he 

seems for the first time to be aware that this might be distasteful and pulls his hand off the table. 

He is Syrian and Italian, or perhaps Albanian… the man to whom I am talking is Egyptian and 

something else. Turkish? The little old man with the piercing blue eyes and the so-correct vest 

and hat across the table, M. Albert, who says little, is (I am a bit confused regarding these 

people) Lebanese. We speak Italian and French, and because these people are proud of their 

English, English, in my honor. The Egyptian/Turkish man (no, he must be Spanish, he’s just 

come back from Madrid) is explaining to me why suicide bombers do what they do. 

 We are told, he explains to me in jerking but continuous English, that they blow 

themselves up from fanaticism. In fact it isn’t that at all. Oh, I say, to show politeness. What is 

it? I have to lean into the smoke to hear; I would rather we spoke in a language he speaks without 

these odd circumlocutions, the strange intonation—I have to concentrate to block out the 

cacophony around me, and to focus on the not-quite-center-of-the-target English. Or is his 

Spanish better? Perhaps he isn’t Spanish at all. 

 The man with the cigarette—by now he has finished the one that was in my face, and has 

started another, though he holds it away—is (have I got this right?) Syrian but married to an 

Italian. He can, that is, leave Egypt. Ahmed, though born of a half-Italian mother, has an 

Egyptian father, and has no other possibilities, though he insists to me that he is Italian. Ahmed 

has spent much of his life attempting to gain Italian citizenship for himself and his now-elderly 

mother, who was born in Naples—for Ahmed the pinnacle of civilization—to a Turkish father 

and an Italian mother. All these half-and-half people are Ahmed’s friends, or at least the 

acquaintances he wants to show off to me; in a sense, I am realizing, this get-together is in my 
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honor. So my sense of confusion (who is half what and where do they live?) is mixed with 

embarrassment: at least I ought to get the people straight. I finally realize the woman sitting to 

my right is the Milanese wife of the Syrian smoker; I had taken her for Lebanese because she has 

been speaking in French. We switch to Italian, and I begin to get the relationships clear. 

 Yes, this is quite a gathering; I’m only now appreciating the effort Ahmed has gone to for 

me. He’s called all his acquaintances here in Alexandria—“so much more beautiful than Cairo,” 

he assures me, “just like Europe!” Earlier in the evening, in the charming and—here at least 

Ahmed is right—so-clean-it-could-in-fact-be Europe café where the group had met before dinner 

(it belongs to another Lebanese, who seems French to me), we had had hot chocolate, the best I’d 

ever drunk. Or am I simply seduced by the familiarity of it all, giving in to that greatest-of-all-

expatriate compliments, “it’s just like at home”?  

Even now I have realized that all these people, or at least one spouse when there are 

pairs, are some of the flotsam abandoned behind the lines in Egypt at the breakup of the Ottoman 

Empire, or at least their descendents. Our host, as Ahmed assures me, is an “Italiano dell’Italia.” 

That is, our host, though born in Egypt, has an Italian passport, and left Egypt as a young man, 

before the Revolution. Now, his hair white, he has returned to this side of the Mediterranean—

after a career in what? Politics perhaps. He is comfortable here. He can leave, but has chosen to 

come back: his Alexandria is a city of memory in which he has come to live again.  

 The others have varying degrees of mobility. The Syrian, who by this point is already 

smoking, though more discreetly than he later does, is telling me of being condemned to three 

years in prison for refusing military service against Israel. He thanked the military judge, a 

colonel, something he reports to me with a pixie-like half-smile: it shocked the judge, who got 

upset and asked for an explanation. The next day, he tells me with no little self-satisfaction, he 
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broke into the tribunal and destroyed his dossier. This story morphs into another about holding 

the records of an Italian company for three years (I’m not sure I get the point of this), of living 

off presents of thousands of dollars from Saudi princes, and of what, while working in Africa, he 

said to the president of Tanzania—complimenting “Mr. Nyerere for not giving his people the 

television.” Mr. Nyerere responded, the careful, oddly accented voice telling the story, assures 

me, by saying: “My people are a simple people. They do not need the television.”  

 How much of this am I dreaming and how much is real, how much true and how much 

invented or embellished for my benefit, here in this city of Alexandria from which the foreigners 

have been sent away, this meeting of half-Europeans with their stories of the days gone by? The 

“Italiano dell’Italia,” with a mane of white hair and bad teeth, talks to me as we walk up deserted 

side streets—past the apartment building with the museum of Cafavy. He too seems to want to 

explain to me how it was, back in the old days, prior to the Revolution. When he was a child, 

everyone got along—this at any rate seems to be the gist of what I am agreeing to. (This part is 

in Italian, so there is not the strangeness of intonation of my Syrian/Egyptian, the one with the 

Milanese wife.) He is telling me that the Copts and Armenians simplified their food at home 

during the Muslim Ramadan, out of respect; how during the war, when the British interned the 

Italians, they Italian school children were let out with their Roman Catholic priest to attend the 

funeral of a Muslim holy man, all the groups clustering around the grave, the crosses, the priests, 

the imams, Orthodox, Jewish, Roman Catholic, and Muslim. 

 

 Caso di Riposo 

 This is the world of my cigarette advertisements for Greek and foreign manufacturers, a 

world preserved only in the memories of these people stranded here in Egypt, or having come 
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back voluntarily, through the vagaries of princes and world politics. The next day I accompany 

Ahmed to the Caso de Riposo, a crumbling Italian palazzo with whose residents—twenty old 

men, largely half-stateless “Italiani dell’Egitto” without Italian passports, who can’t leave—he 

has spent the night, depositing me at the Metropole by the Mediterranean to seek less costly 

quarters. We had met for breakfast, and had to go back to get his things. The aged gatekeepker 

and his decrepit dog let us in; the gardens are overgrown.  

 Inside, I am plunged into 1933. I know it is 1933 because a tombstone-sized marble tablet 

set in the wall informs me that Il Duce, Benedetto Mussolini, gave this building in “l’anno X de 

l’era fascista.” Next to it hangs a sepia photograph of Il Re, Vittorio Emmanuele. Old men in 

pajamas, their white hair standing out uncombed from their heads, wander the cavernous halls.  

The caretaker is a white-haired but still spry woman, an “Italiana dell’Egitto,” with her 

equally white-haired husband. She chats affably and volubly: she spent 28 years with the five-

year-olds up the street at the Collège de Saint-Marc, a neo-Gothic pile left over from the French 

with—I discover a half an hour later—its own marble commemorative tablets dedicated French 

priests who spent their whole lives here. The Collège de Saint-Marc has its own share of 

cavernous hallways, though these, in contrast to those at the Casa di Riposo, are full of light and 

people too young for riposo. I make a joke about going from the very young to the very old and 

the similarities between the two; the caretaker smiles in acknowledgment. She herself is not far 

off the age of those she takes care of. I ask how long the building we are in will remain as it is. 

She acknowledges that the residents simply die off, no new ones coming in—the “Italinai 

dell’Egitto” are a dying breed, and she is one of them. They have the lease until the year 2029, 

she says. (Which year of the fascist era would this be? I wonder idly, and am unwilling to do the 

math.) And then, “qui sa?” She spreads her hands. I doubt they’ll even need it that long, I think.  
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 Parenti 

 There is a law in Egypt, I read in the newspaper (there are at least two in English and one 

in French) saying that only Egyptians can lead around foreigners. This has produced problems 

for guides in non-standard languages few Egyptians speak; authorities are worried about getting 

Egyptian guides in languages like Finnish and Hungarian. The reason for the law is that non-

Egyptians might say things that aren’t flattering to Egypt. Beguilingly enough, this reason is 

printed for all to see and laugh, in the newspaper, as it would not have been in a half-way decent 

dictatorship, like the East Germany I knew from my time in Berlin. This is a country—Turkey is 

another—where insulting Egypt (in Turkey: Turkishness) is a crime. But I don’t get the 

impression that many of the tourists read these newspapers, even though they’re in the accessible 

languages of English and French. They have to catch their bus or their flight, or want to read the 

International Herald Tribune. 

Ahmed gets into trouble repeatedly for another reason too: apparently it’s also illegal for 

an Egyptian to walk with a single non-Egyptian—I’m not quite sure how the law is worded: 

groups are mandatory, individuals are prohibited. There has been much heated discussion at the 

entrance to the Cairo Citadel, a construction of the ruler known in the West as Saladin. Ahmed 

summarizes for me as we walk away: he has assured them that “siamo parenti,” we’re related, 

and is much put out.  

 I come to believe that Ahmed at least partly believes I am in fact his Italian cousin. He, 

after all, is, at least in his own mind, Italian—not like “these Egyptians,” questi Egiziani. Later, 

taking off our shoes before the mosque of Al-Azar, he tells me his first degree was from the 

Muslim university of Al-Azar. The Copts in high places saw this, and refused him a job. Those 
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Copts. So he got a second degree, this one from the (secular) University of Cairo. He simply 

leaves the Al-Azar degree off his CV, he tells me. I try to enter into the spirit of things and ask if 

the Islamic degree didn’t give him an advantage with Muslims. 

 “Per niente,” he says. “The one is worse than the other, Copts and Muslims.” He himself 

is Muslim, lecturing me on having a beer, but not interrupting our perambulations to pray, asking 

me several times if I really, truly, deeply believe in God. I say I do. He says he does too. God has 

brought his miserable father (who was unkind to the mother and left the family) to a deservedly 

painful end, but was merciful to his well-liked brother, who died rapidly and fairly painlessly of 

bilharzia, a snail-borne river parasite that destroys the liver.  

 As Italians, we are forbidden from doing many things permitted to others, as Ahmed is 

continually having to point out to me. On Sunday we entered the walled old city—all the shops 

closed along the uneven dirt track of the main drag, in any case too close to the medieval 

northern gate for tourists—and found huge bags of garlic, human-sized and bulging with cloves 

bunched together sticking out all sides of their mesh, the air thick with the pungent smell of the 

snow-white bulbs. Ahmed tells me these are the wholesalers; they sell to the merchant people we 

are to see the next day, further on in the choked, chock-a-block-with-women-buying streets 

(chock-a-block on every day, that is, but Sunday, this one). But even in the right place on the 

right day, Ahmed won’t let me buy the produce I thought we’d come to get—though the 

strawberries, for starters, looked delicious. He explains that nothing here along these market 

streets is good. First class things are exported, he informs me; second class go to the tourist 

hotels; third class are sold on the street. Apparently we’d just come to see. But he knows where 

to get better things. In fact, I never get my strawberries. 
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Later I want to buy a fruit juice in what looks to me like a proper shop on the street full of 

oranges and mangoes. Ahmed jumps a foot in the air when I suggest it. “Mai,” he insists. Never! 

And then an explanation of how they don’t wash the glasses well (I know this is true, I see them 

swish them in a bucket—but that’s the way they do it in bars in the West, I silently object), 

Mama says never to etc.; we can get better things elsewhere. I protest silently, but know the fight 

wouldn’t be worth it. Somehow I survived two years of Rwanda armed with nothing but 

common sense, after all. Later, he triumphantly hands me a bottle of local Orangina he’s pulled 

from a shop’s fridge: this, I realize, is the fruit juice (in fact all sugar water) that’s better than the 

squeezed oranges I wanted, something worthy of Italians. I say I’m no longer thirsty.  

 

Respect 

 I come to realize that a heated conversation of up to a quarter of an hour at every museum 

or monument is de rigeur for Ahmed, rather than simply paying and entering. Ahmed thinks he 

should be let in free, being an archeologist. As he explains to me with no apology, his claim to 

that title is that he did a “licensia” (B.A.) at the University of Cairo. When we walk down the 

main drag of the walled Islamic city, he tells me he passed his exam on this street, and tells me 

about the buildings. Some he’s forgotten the names of.  

In the world I come from, having a B.A. in Islamic architecture doesn’t mean you should 

get into, say, the Greco-Roman museum for free—or indeed, any museum. But apparently in this 

world, it does. At every museum Ahmed tells his story, explains (so he later tells me) how he is 

an archeologist here with his Italian cousin. Plus he knows the director. I didn’t believe Ahmed 

knew the directors of all these various museums, any more than I’ve allowed myself to enter his 

fantasy that I am his Italian cousin. Is his world of “archeologists” so small he actually could 
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know these people? Or does he “know” them in the sense in which I could, under certain 

circumstances, if facts were different than they are, actually be his Italian cousin? Whatever the 

situation, the claim seems irrelevant to me. Yet the fact that he is received civilly, listened to, let 

in free, and in many cases even provided with a guide—the ultimate mark of respect in this 

world, it seems, though hellish for me, who would much rather visit alone—suggests to me that 

others find such claims valid currency.  

It’s not about money. At least, not for him. He’d pay the Egyptian rate; I’d have paid the 

foreigner’s. Had I not already gone through all the stages of outrage and shoulder-shrugging 

acceptance to this un-American notion of two entrance rates in India, which does the same 

thing—it’s the more un-American in that it’s not enforced by passport, but by skin color; New 

Yorkers of Egyptian extraction pay the local rate—I’d be more than amused at the carefully 

marked “foreigner’s” price, twenty times that of the Egyptian. No; it’s about the respect. Along 

the way he invariably gets my fee halved to the student fee: I can’t not be a foreigner, it seems, 

but I can be made instantly younger, like Faust. 

 Outside the so-called Pompey’s Pillar in Alexandria (actually a pillar of Diocletian, who 

massacred so many of the Christians, they themselves having pillaged the antique Library of 

Alexandria), Ahmed’s quest for respect takes its usual form: archeologist, knows the director, 

enter without paying. Here too it works. On the way out, when one of the Tourist Police (special 

police whose job is to look after such as me) has a lengthy conversation with him while I idly 

watch the traffic pass. Ahmed hauls out a piece of paper and writes something down. Finally he 

comes over to me (he’s in no hurry for any of these interactions; they’re the point after all). I ask 

what that was about. Oh, says Ahmed, the policeman is from another area of the country and 
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wants to be transferred there. He’s invoked Ahmed’s help. Ahmed, glad to play protector, has 

noted his name.  

 So this really is how this world works, I think—insisting on others dancing attendance, 

freebies given because of whom one knows, who one is, offering (and perhaps even delivering) 

protection in return. This is certainly the garden variety of the corruption everyone agrees gnaws 

at the heart of Egypt. How much influence-peddling and strong-armed tactics, I suddenly 

wonder, stand behind every one of these unfinished holes in the forest of soaring concrete up by 

the Montaza Palace, where the Mediterranean crashes so dramatically in arcs of spray? Yet then I 

wonder: how else to navigate in a world where so many want what so few can get?  

 

Military Museum 

I said “Good morning” and “hello” to all the drowsy guards toting AK-47s at the 

entrances to the Nile restaurant boats as I ran by in the gray Cairo morning; they seemed eager to 

say “hello” back. In fact, such gun-toting guards are everywhere—in front of every shop, every 

bank, and apparently randomly spaced down every street. The result is that all of Egypt seems 

militarized.  

Or perhaps I have become convinced this is so only because Ahmed’s insisting on 

dragging me through the entire Military Museum in the Cairo Citadel that defines the city’s 

skyline with the nineteenth-century mosque of Pasha Mohammed Ali. (In the Citadel, Ahmed’s 

spiel has produced fifteen minutes with the director, who sat in the shade of giant umbrellas and 

talked on his cell phone while I wandered about, bored and restless; here I think he only knew 

someone who knew the director, but it was enough to get us both in for free and produce this 

reception, time-consuming for the higher-ups if pro-forma.) I’d tried saying I wasn’t interested, 
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but Ahmed pressed and I gave in—reasoning, here as elsewhere, that I’d probably learn 

something from the experience, even if it wasn’t what I had in mind—learn, that is, something 

about Egypt if not about the thing I thought I was interested in.  

And of course, as I always do with Ahmed (whenever else would I have gone to the Caso 

di Riposo in Alexandria? When to the ornate headquarters of the Egyptian Bank, the Bank 

Misr?) I do learn something. The palace, given the fact that it was built in a former Ottoman 

province, turns out to be once again a local variant of the architectural mother lode of its period, 

Istanbul’s Dolmabahçe Palace: all gilding, crystal, and hugely high painted plaster ceilings. And 

it’s a surprisingly spiffy museum, as fresh and crisp as the Egyptian Museum is tired and 

abandoned-feeling. Military museums seem to rule in this city: this one is as well cared-for as the 

made-over Abdin Palace in the center of town, whose gardens are meticulously maintained, its 

former royal living quarters now filled with lovingly displayed and perfectly lit weapons: cases 

of swords and guns (Ahmed’s favorite was Mussolini’s pistol). Though there are virtually no 

visitors to tread on the red carpets or to stay behind the velvet ropes here in the Citadel’s Military 

Museum, all are well-kept, sharp-edged, and spruce, with well-dressed guards wearing suits and 

the Easter-egg-colored ties that are clearly all the rage, and that I found so irresistible I bought 

half a dozen.  

The Abdin Palace isn’t so off-putting as the Citadel’s Military Museum, however, its 

rooms of bejeweled guns seeming only like collecting gone mad. Here, the huge rooms with their 

velvet chairs house (indoors!) the ugly gray bores of cannons and ack-ack guns from World War 

I, blobs of ugly killer metal that are wildly out of place under the ornate ceilings and painted 

plaster. Painted dioramas of battles with exploding shells and mortar fire fill entire side-rooms 

off of what were clearly once reception chambers; endless busts of identical generals line endless 
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hallways once meant for courtiers. Egypt has not won many battles in the last half-century, so the 

subjects of the dioramas have to be picked carefully. The cards in fractured English nonetheless 

extol the bravery of the Egyptian army, showing it storming beaches under fire and always 

emerging victorious. The victory over Israel of 1973 (according to most outsiders, not a victory 

but a “victory”: an initial flush followed by defeat) figures heavily.  

Ahmed calls me back from where I have been wandering too fast, my eyes blurring at the 

busts of generals—this is one of the endless hallways. I am annoyed that he’s afraid I’ve missed 

something, but as it turns out, I have. He’s showing me a model in wood of the Alexandria 

memorial to the Khedive Ishmael which we are to see the next day in Alexandria. The Khedive 

was a Europeanizing ruler of Egypt in the nineteenth century in the line of kings that ended only 

in 1953; the last king of Egypt was the infant son of the deposed King Farouk, named Fouad II, 

who “reigned” for less than a year. As the model shows, what properly belongs in front of the 

half-round colonnade as originally conceived is the statue of the Khedive. Under Nasser the 

statue was carted away (later it was erected by the Roman ruins across from the train station; the 

next day Ahmed points it out) and the colonnade—given by the Italians, Ahmed informs me—

was used as the backdrop for the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier. Ahmed is highly disapproving.  

Outside, in the courtyard, huge bas-relief sculptures set in the walls and towering over us 

as I sit and eat a protein bar while Ahmed politics in an office show Egyptians at various stages 

of their military development. The leftmost one shows the Pharaoh in a chariot, then comes the 

one with Islamic soldiers with scimitars, then the Ottomans, then the soldiers of World War I in 

their shaving-basin helmets, then the modern day. All history exists to end in the present. The 

sun, even by this time in mid-March, is relentless across their surfaces, picking out each 

exploding rocket, each falling enemy.  
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Garbage City 

By this time I know that Ahmed’s Egypt is seen through the prism of vanished foreigners 

and deposed royalty: everywhere he sees traces of King Farouk and King Fouad I (he prays in 

front of Fouad’s tomb in the al-Rifai mosque down the hill from the Cairo Citadel); we visit 

palaces and talk about the decline of things under Nasser. Ahmed approves of Mubarak, he 

explains to me: Sadat and Mubarak at least brought peace with Israel, which has allowed some 

degree of economic upswing and better lives for all.  

Ahmed isn’t the only person I talk to who thinks the good old days were better; of course 

I’m meeting his acquaintances or friends, or his family members, who tend to see things his way. 

On our way from the Italian Embassy, where he has been unsuccessful in finding an Italian he’s 

friends—or at least acquainted—with (“un Italiano dell’Italia”), and where we’ve been turned 

away by an intercom, left outside the gate, we pass into Garden City, a formerly lush area of 

town now gone to seed, as so much else in Cairo. In front of one building he observes that his 

great-aunt lives here; should we say hello? It seems so last-minute I wonder for a moment if he’s 

kidding; he isn’t. We wait in the cold hallway behind a metal grille. He rings, an old lady’s face 

appears behind the grille: “It’s Ahmed,” he says loudly. There is no response but the closing of 

the door behind the grille. “She’s unlocking,” Ahmed informs me. This turns out to be true. 

We are ushered into a cavernous flat with hugely high ceilings, furnished with the 

simpering niads of the antiques shops. Ahmed’s aunt, he tells me, is Turkish—clearly in this 

world a thing devoutly to be wished. She seems pleased to see him, and shuffles away in house 

slippers to get us each a lukewarm Pepsi while I admire the ambience: nothing changed since 

l950, at the height of royal/Egyptian-Ottoman-French splendor. All faded, of course, with the 
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too-loud floral chair covers coming off. I re-arrange one, and the old lady—who speaks more 

than passable English, a relic of her dead husband’s time as an administrator under the British—

thinks I’m interested in what’s underneath. She shows me: needlepoint chair covers. I express 

admiration; this is clearly the right thing to do, as this produces a tour of the apartment through 

the needlework framed and on the walls, or on chairs, that she herself has done. I feign 

astonishment mixed with courtly deference—all this you?  

Yes, she nods, pleased. All this her. “Oh, so long ago,” she says. “Back when this was a 

nice place to live.” 

I make a neutral moue.  

“Yes,” she insists, “Cairo was a lovely city.” The emphasis is on the verb tense. 

I know she is invoking the city that Ahmed is continually trying to cause to emerge, with 

his explanations, from behind the shabbiness, the dirt, the loud advertising signs, and the ugly 

new concrete buildings put up adjacent to more gracious ones. This building, he is always telling 

me, was a palace of the Pasha this, there the palace of the Princess that; here a street that has 

been re-constructed, there a statue removed and this and that altered. And he succeeds: I see the 

layers of his memory.  

“Garden City,” she says contemptuously. “This was Garden City. Now do you know 

what we call it?”  

I shake my head on cue, amused at playing a part in this visit to the past.  

“Garbage City,” she says. “You wouldn’t believe the people on the streets.” 

 After a time she and Ahmed get to talking, in Arabic. I try to act interested in my 

surroundings without being nosy. I see a black-and-white picture of a bride, and assume it’s her. 

I figure I can legitimately show interest. The picture is dusty, a somewhat thin-faced feline 
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young woman, all in sepia. “What a lovely bride!” I say when Ahmed’s conversation flags, 

feigning more admiration than I feel. (I can follow its gist from the proper names: Alexandria, 

Bruce, Hotel Metropole, Caso de Riposo, and so on.)  

The old lady takes this as a provocation. “Not me!” she insists. “My daughter!” Her tone 

is sharp, almost reproving. However she offers me a reprieve. “Do you want to see a really 

beautiful bride?” Of course I say “yes” and she scuffles away, re-appearing a minute later with a 

badly-framed picture from which she is wiping the dust. “Now this,” she says triumphantly, “is a 

beautiful bride.” 

I set my face in an appreciative smile and take the picture, then feel my heart drop a foot. 

She’s not kidding. This bride, herself, is astonishingly beautiful—the daughter, as the mother 

well knows, isn’t even in the same league. She’s not simpering at the camera, but standing there 

with her equally attractive husband, decked out in his tarboosh (not outlawed here in Egypt, 

unlike in Turkey, simply laid aside at some point subsequent to this photograph as unmodern). 

And she’s gorgeous. Jaw-droppingly gorgeous. I try to give her the reaction she deserves and 

knows she has a right to without being overly effusive. “Yes,” I say. “This is a beautiful bride.” 

And then I kid her about how she should give a party to show off the chair covers, and put this 

picture in the front hallway where her guests have to take off their coats, and when they ask who 

it was, say airily, oh yes, that’s me of course. Now, however, her gray fly-away hair needs do-

ing; she shuffles around in her carpet slippers; she spends the whole day in her cavernous 

apartment while the world grows less appealing outside. 

When we leave I kiss her hand; I figure she’s about as old-school as I’ll ever meet, and 

will understand. It seems to have been the right thing to do; Ahmed kisses her hand as well, and 

she shows us to the door, apparently pleased. In the hallway there is some back and forth where 
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she wants us to take the lift downstairs. I never take lifts even up if I know what floor I’m going 

to (I’ve walked up while Ahmed rode) and certainly not down: she’s flummoxed, and Ahmed has 

to explain (he thinks it’s strange too, as beneath my dignity), I don’t follow as it’s in Arabic, but 

the explanation must have been satisfactory as she smiles and waves and then disappears behind 

her grille and closes the door. What would her day have been like without our visit? I wonder.  

 

Corniche/Sphinx 

In Alexandria Ahmed has had a good idea: ride the mini-van taxis along the cornice. In 

the mini-vans there is quite a developed etiquette, I realize when I get in an almost full one and 

try to sit further forward than the backmost empty seat: I am waved back with rapid disapproving 

explanations. Then I find I’ve entered a sort of slow-motion forward-wave of arms: the money 

ballet. People hand their folded over and apparently much-used single pound (20 cent) notes up 

to the front by draping their arms, their hands clutching the money, over the shoulders of the 

people in front of them. The people in front, unsurprised at seeing arms clutching paper suddenly 

hovering by the side of their faces, reach out and absent-mindedly move the money forward by 

doing the same to the person in front of them.  

I’m sitting by the window, so the goings-on inside the van don’t impede my view of the 

Mediterranean. Still, it helps that I know what’s there already. I’d gone running at daybreak 

along the slick wave-spattered stones of the Corniche, watching the seedy buildings give way to 

the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier (stripped of its proper statue, I knew) and then to the over-

florid modern mosque, and then the stinking-of-fish fishermen’s strip, past the excavations where 

the few tourists there are are invited to visit the underwater excavations of “Cleopatra’s 

Palace”—the source of eerie photographs I later saw in the Alexandria National Museum, divers 
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swimming around statues still proffering their pots to the fishes, their heads cocked as if seeing 

something on the ocean floor. 

 Apparently these waves of money-passing, these mosh pits of paper, was the way all 

public transportation works, not just the mini-vans. Back in Cairo, or more precisely the sister 

city of Giza (rather like Cambridge to Cairo’s Boston), Ahmed and I take a trip out to the 

Pyramids on a proper bus where I stand, but am too tall to have much of a view outside, my head 

protruding into the covered part of the bus. All I can see is the continuous wave of money 

changing hands just below my eye-level while the people propelling them go on with their 

conversations. And then suddenly we get out, in a village. Before us, abruptly, are the Pyramids. 

It’s not how I remember from 27 years ago: then perhaps the village wasn’t so close, or I was 

able to see more getting there—it’s a normal road, with normal shops. And then the desert starts. 

A tourist policeman sits on a camel silhouetted against the Pyramid of Cheops. Two 

American girls clown for photographs inside the nearby tomb of a lesser mortal. The Sphinx (as 

the Greeks called it; there’s apparently no evidence it was such to the Egyptians) is covered with 

birds that make its head look as if dotted with the remains of plugs of hair, like the head of too 

dearly loved dolly back home my wife has saved from her childhood, and that I finally put a 

hospital newborn knit hat on to hide the broken off tufts.  

Down the hill and past the Sphinx, the road turns touristy: there are many groups of 

school girls, all with colorful scarves over their hair, and pre-adolescent boys. All say “Hello 

where are you from?” or “Hello what’s your name?.” I smile and wave. I wish I’d remembered 

my hat. I’m sweating, and it’s only mid-March. The dust has already begun to turn the green 

leaves of the trees beside the road the gray color of lizard’s eyes. It is the brief Egyptian spring; 

soon summer will start. 


